
CREATIVE WRITING

The special double-length “evolu-
tion” issue celebrates the bicentennial 
of Charles Darwin’s birth and the 
sesquicentennial of the publication 
of The Origin of Species. It features 
17 essays from authors such as Tim 
Winton, John Jeremiah Sullivan, Jan 
DeBlieu and Sven Birkerts; 12 stories 
from luminaries like Ron Rash, Ben 
Fountain, Edith Pearlman and Arthur 
Phillips; poems from Pattiann Rog-
ers, David Wagoner, Robert Wrigley 
and Bob Hicok; maps of 16-century 
bloodletting and Sarah Palin’s path to 
reincarnation; Hurricane Katrina revis-
ited by photographer Barry Goldstein 
and much more.

Sales for the “evolution” issue were 
higher than expected, and we co-host-
ed a very successful release party with 
the Oxford American on the night of 
Friday the 13th at the annual confer-
ence of The Association of Writers & 
Writing Programs (AWP) in Chicago. 
Many current and past contributors 

were in attendance, as well as many 
other writers interested in the journal. 

Ecotone held its first ever contest 
this past spring/summer, awarding 
a grand-prize package of $1,000 
and publication in the “evolution” 
issue. We 

received more than 

It’s been a very exciting year for 
Writers in Action. We have gone from 
conducting creative writing classes in 
two classrooms at one public school 
to working in 10 classrooms at eight 
Wilmington schools: Cape Fear 
Center for Inquiry, Isaac Bear Early 
College, Eaton Elementary, Williams 
Elementary, Murrayville Elementary, 
Gregory Elementary, Anderson 
Elementary and Blair Elementary. In 
addition to teaching fourth and fifth 
grade students, we have begun the 
process of expanding our mission by 
working with high school students, 
thanks to our new partnership with 
Isaac Bear Early College, which 
operates on the UNCW campus. 

Isaac Bear allows students to complete 
their high school requirements by the 
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Ecotone  
Fun-Facts! 

the “evolution” issue marks •	
Ecotone’s first double-length  
issue and also our first  
themed issue. 

last year, we finally were eligible •	
for the National endowment for 
the arts grant (a literary magazine 
must be in existence for five 
years), and with m.f.a. student 
Doug Diesenhaus’ amazing effort  
and expertise, we were  
awarded a $5,000 Nea grant  
to promote and distribute  
the “evolution” issue. 

We received an increased •	
distribution order from one  
of our distributors, ingram 
Periodicals.  they ordered  
nearly 1,000 copies of the 
“evolution” issue (compared  
to 600 in the past), almost  
double from previous issues.  
Ecotone was shipped to  
Barnes & Noble bookstores  
and hastings outlets  
across the country.  

the “evolution” issue marks  •	
the first time that writers have 
been paid for their work. 

graduate students continue to •	
work their hearts out reading and 
responding to submissions and 
mail. the journal would not stay 
afloat without the hard work and 
diligence of students.

For more information  
about Ecotone, contact  
editor-in-chief Ben George  
at georgeb@uncw.edu  
or e-mail ecotone@uncw.edu

Ecotone News

150 submissions creatively reflecting 
the subject of evolution, of which our 
judge, Jennifer Ackerman, selected 
three for publication: a short story, an 
essay and a poem.  

In his introduction to Best American 
Short Stories 2008, Salman Rushdie 
named Ecotone and 10 other literary 
magazines as the ones on which “the 
health of the American short story 
depends.”  Also, Kevin Brockmeier’s 
story “The Year of Silence,” featured 
in Ecotone Volume 3, Number 1, was 
chosen by Rushdie for publication 
in The Best American Short Stories 
2008. Rushdie called it “one of the 
two most compelling stories from this 
year’s anthology” and selected it to be 

performed by Rent star Anthony Rapp 
at the Selected Shorts 25th anniversary 
event at the Symphony Space in New 
York City. 

Congratulations also to Brandon R. 
Schrand, whose essay “Eleven Ways 
to Consider Air” featured in Ecotone 
Volume 2, Number 2, won a Pushcart 
Prize. The essay, which also won the 
2006 Willard R. Epsy Award and 
was chosen as a notable essay in Best 
American Essays 2008, will be reprinted 
in the Puschart Prize anthology, as well 
as the forthcoming book, Borne on Air: 
Essays by Idaho Writers. 

. 
..continued from page 1 

From the Editor’s Desk:

The Kathryn Miles essay “Dog Is 
Our Copilot” was  selected by guest 
editor Mary Oliver to appear in 
Best American Essays 2009. Robert 
Atwan, the longtime series editor, 
delivered the news. To put this in 
perspective, it means that Miles’ 
essay was chosen as one of the 
20 or so best essays among the 
literally thousands published last 
year. Congratulations to her! When 
we spoke this morning, she said 
the first copy of her debut book, 
Adventures with Ari, had just arrived 
at her house yesterday. So needless 
to say, it’s been a great week for her. 
Much of “Dog Is Our Copilot” is 
incorporated into Kate’s book. 

This is the first time Ecotone has 
had an essay reprinted in Best 
American Essays. But there’s more 
good news still. Every year, Atwan 
chooses about a dozen special 
issues to highlight as Notable 
Special Issues of the previous year. 
He has informed us that Ecotone’s 
“evolution” issue will receive this 
honor in the 2009 volume. 

If that isn’t enough, Atwan has also 
told us that at least four of Ecotone’s 
essays will receive Notable Essays of 
2008 citations, the equivalent of an 
honorable mention. 
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Interview with

While earning his m.f.a. from the University of idaho, he edited the magazine 

Fugue. he has worked for random house and harcourt as well, and stories and 

essays he has edited have won the Pushcart Prize and the o. henry Prize and 

have been reprinted in Best American Short Stories, Best American Mystery 

Stories, Best American Essays, Best American Non-required Reading, and New 

Stories from the South. he’s published interviews with writers such as anita  

Desai, W. S. merwin, andrea Barrett, margot livesey, Peter ho Davies and rick 

Bass appear or are forthcoming in Tin House, Fugue and The Believer.

Josh MacIvor-Andersen:

Q: Describe how it felt to finally receive 
the finished “evolution” issue and talk 
about the aspects of that issue that you 
are most proud of/excited about.

a: This “evolution” issue was a real 
beast, an overwhelming thing to as-
semble in almost every sense. It’s 464 
pages long and doesn’t weigh much less 
than two pounds, but considering the 
subject matter of the issue that seems 
appropriate. It was a nice moment—I 
have to admit—cutting open those 
first boxes and being able to hold the 
final product in our hands and to see 
what a magnificent job the printer had 
done with it. A lot of people—from 

the editorial staff to the design staff to, 
most important, the writers—worked 
very hard to make this issue possible. 
So to see all of those efforts synthe-
size into something that, for me, feels 
beautiful and lasting is a nice feeling.

At the same time, in all honesty, you 
can’t fully appreciate the moment 
as an editor, because you’ve read the 
pieces so many times by that point 
that you’re not going to curl up under 
an afghan with a cup of coffee and 
pore through the issue. You’re pretty 
well sick of it. In this respect, it makes 
a lot of sense to me why writers 
who go on tour for their books are 
sometimes tired of them. It’s usually 
such an exhausting process to get a 

book out into the world that when it 
comes out, the inspired part of it—the 
flush of creation—is way back in the 
distance somewhere. A lot of writers 
are on to the next project already, 
and that’s where their interest lies. 
Similarly, when we got the “evolution” 
issue, I thought, “Boy, that’s great, 
look at this thing, it just turned out 
magnificently.” I thumbed through 
it and sighed happily and then put it 
on the shelf and didn’t really look at 
it, since the only thing I was going 
to see then were any mistakes we’d 
made. And then I would just say 
“Doh!” and feel sort of miserable and 
the encroaching meaninglessness of 
everything that we’re always wondering 
about and is always right behind the 
scrim of our endeavors would start 
making some ground on me that I 
don’t like for it to make. So I usually 
set an issue aside pretty quickly and 
keep thinking about the next issue and 
also about how we can get the current 
issue—the “evolution” issue, say—out 
in the world to more and more readers 
who won’t feel about it the way I do, 
since they haven’t read everything in 
it at least four or five times, but will 

Editor of Ecotone and  
a former editor at Tin House. 

Editor

George
Ben
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hopefully be moved and instructed 
and educated and dazzled (as I was 
when I first read and edited the pieces) 
and all the other things we come to 
literature for, which indeed has already 
happened with this issue and is nice 
to hear about when it happens for 
readers. 

Q: in thinking about the direction of the 
journal, what are the specific changes/
additions/alterations you will make to 
steer Ecotone over the next few years? 
(in other words, what might the journal 
look like in one, five, 10 years under 
your guidance?)

a: It is exciting to 
think about what 
the magazine 
might look like 
down the road. 
Emily Smith and 
all of UNCW’s 
GTAs in the 
Publishing Labo-
ratory, especially 
Alison Harney, did a wonderful job of 
giving the magazine an interior look 
and identity that really pleases me. We 
made a huge amount of design chang-
es, and this was an ambitious thing to 
do with such a long issue, but everyone 
in the Pub Lab kept up with them very 
laudably. The kinds of photos and the 
artwork we used in the “evolution” 
issue enhance the reading, I think, by 
creating a larger conversation around 
the work. For those who believe in 
the power of literature, our attention 
will always be first and foremost on 
the printed word, but there are fun 
and artful ways to make an object that 
contains those words, like an issue of 
Ecotone, come alive. In a visual sense, 
I’d like to see us continue to push in 
this direction.

But to the extent that the magazine 
seeks to ensconce itself as a publication 
of note in American letters, that 

possibility will always be contingent 
upon the quality of the written 
material we publish. That’s where we’ll 
sink or swim. So I’d like to continue 
with the tradition of finding great 
material that David [Gessner] and 
the graduate students established for 
Ecotone from the beginning. 

David’s been encouraging of my 
ideas for the magazine, though, and 
there are a few things I’d like to add. 
One area that’s become much more 
important to the literary arts in recent 
years is commix or graphic fiction/
nonfiction—whatever your preferred 
term. Anyone who was in Chicago for 

the AWP conference and heard Art 
Spiegelman, the creator of Maus, speak 
knows what a treat that night was. And 
I was really happy that David shook 
things up for our most recent cover by 
going with an Ivan Brunetti cartoon 
image. I thought it was perfect for 
the issue. Ivan is a terrific cartoonist 
based in Chicago—we actually got to 
meet him at the release party we did 
with the Oxford American. He recently 
did a cover for the New Yorker, in 
fact. So it’s a huge boon for Ecotone’s 
cover to feature an image of his. And 
I would love to publish some commix 
in Ecotone on a regular basis. I think 
it fits in perfectly with our theme, 
and stretches the idea of what sort of 
literary magazine we can be, or even 
the idea of what a literary magazine is. 
I also want to establish a department 
for the magazine called “Reclamation,” 
where Ecotone will publish a masterful 
but ignored short story chosen and 

introduced by a well-regarded fiction 
writer. All writers have stories by other 
writers that they revere but that, for 
whatever reason, have never been 
anthologized or passed around and 
are largely off the radar. I’d love to 
bring some of these to light. I’d also 
like to introduce “writing on writing” 
essays into the magazine. These can be 
really boring when they’re not done 
well—too much insider stuff even 
for the insiders. But my favorites are 
often in a form where one writer who 
respects the work of another, usually 
older writer investigates that writer’s 
work. I pitched and edited a couple 

of these at Tin House. 
Anthony Doerr wrote 
a marvelous essay on 
Alice Munro called “We 
Are Mapmakers” and 
Yiyun Li wrote a really 
incredible piece on 
William Trevor called 
“It Takes a Village to 

Tell a Story.” The reason I 
like these sorts of pieces is that there’s 
love there, there’s passion. They are 
essays that braid together the intensely 
personal with the appreciative and the 
critical. The result is that I am usually 
chomping at the bit to go out and 
read something by the writer whose 
work is under examination. And my 
feeling has always been that this is the 
function—or ought to be, anyway—of 
good criticism. It opens a portal into a 
writer’s work that makes you dash off 
and consume it.  

Q: Did you ever imagine you would be 
running a lit mag when you were young?

a: You’d have to define young. I’d 
hope that in some respects I might still 
qualify to fall under that umbrella—
though entering my thirties was a rude 
shock I anticipated but didn’t appreci-
ate. And I’d question the formulation 
of my “running” Ecotone, though Da-
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vid likes to let me pretend that I do. I 
definitely never thought about literary 
magazines—didn’t know they existed, 
in fact, or that writing was something 
done by living people—until I was in 
college. But I had a blast working on, 
and later editing, my college’s literary 
magazine as an undergraduate. I’m 
sure that’s where the love for doing this 
was born; it was a very addictive thing 
for me. And since this was a college 
in the Methodist tradition, and one 
that still visibly clung to that tradi-
tion (e.g., thrice-weekly mandatory 
chapel attendance!), it was very, very 
easy to publish stuff that riled people 
up, and therefore very, very easy to 
believe in the great power of literature. 
I haven’t really thought about it until 
now, but I’m sure that in many respects 
it was that experience that made me 
believe in literature’s ability to matter 
to people. It clearly mattered to those 
of us working on the magazine and to 
people around campus.

Q: if not, what DiD you  
imagine yourself doing?

a: When I went to college, I think 
I envisioned myself going on to law 
school and becoming some sort of 
high-powered attorney and wearing 
expensive suits and driving a sports car. 
Typical vapid stuff. Nothing too lofty. 
I don’t remember now what it was, but 
I remember something making me de-
cide about a week after I got to school 
that I wasn’t going to be a lawyer. It 
didn’t seem so important anymore. 
Probably all the pretty girls distracted 
me. They are almost always the fervent 
sort at a Christian college, which has 
its advantages. 

I changed my major from History 
to English when I took a class with 
a brilliant woman who unlocked the 
majesty of James Joyce’s The Dead. I 
suppose everything has followed from 
that, in a way. 

Lavonne Adams’s poetry appeared in 
Louisville Review, Sojourn, New South, 
Poet Lore, Busted Halo and Alehouse. 
Her award-winning book of poems 
Through the Glorieta Pass was pub-
lished by Pearl Books. 

According to Pearl Poetry Prize judge 
David Hernandez, “Through the 
Glorieta Pass is like no other collection 
I’ve read before. Conceptually, the 
book is a union of voices: Adams’ 
straight forward and lyrical one and 
the voices of women who braved the 
journey across the Santa Fe Trail. In 
poem after poem, Adams lets the 
dead speak to us—and their stories 
are harrowing. Deadly winter storms. 
Men crushed by wagons. A woman’s 
breasts carved away by an Indian’s 
knife. It’s an apocalyptic view of the 
Old West where disease was rampant, 
the innocent were scalped, and buffalo 
carcasses rose from the landscape ‘like 
trail markers’.”

Bekki Lee was interviewed in the 
March/April 2009 edition of the 
Writer’s Chronicle by our own MFA 
alum (and UNCW’s Student Achieve-
ment Services employee), Tom Kunz.

Wendy Brenner’s essay “About a Girl” 
was reprinted in The Oxford American 
Book of Great Music Writing (Univer-
sity of Arkansas Press), and her essay 
“I Love You in Twelve Languages” 
will appear in the anthology Love Is a 
Four-Letter Word, forthcoming from 
Plume in summer 2009.

Nina deGramont published two books 
in 2008, The Secret Inside with Athe-
nium and Gossip of the Starlings with 
Algonquin.

 Philip Gerard’s essay “This Is the Story 
I Want To Tell” was published in 
Water-Stone Review, and his essay “A 
Child’s Voice in the Dark” was select-
ed to appear in the newly published 
The River Teeth Reader, edited by Joe 
Mackall and Daniel W. Lehman. His 
nonfiction was also published in the 
“evolution” issue of Ecotone and his 
short story “O Canada” was  a finalist 
for Glimmer Train’s Family Matters 
competition.

Mark Cox’s poem “Dune” was pub-
lished in New Ohio Review, and three 
poems and two essays were published 
in recent issues of New Ohio Review, 
Clavier Companion and the anthology 
Words Overflown by Stars.

Jill Gerard’s first poetry chapbook 
Something Yet Unseen has been re-
leased.

Clyde Edgerton’s “The Great Speckled 
Bird” was published in New Stories 
From the South 2008, edited by ZZ 
Packer. His short story “Please, Please, 
Please,” appeared in the music issue 
of Oxford American. Two songs “The 
Safety Patrol” and “Bacon, Baloney, 
and Beer” were recorded with a read-
ing from The Bible Salesman on the 
humor issue CD of the North Caroli-
na Literary Review, 2008.  He released 
another CD––in collaboration with 
musician Mike Craver––on Sapsucker 
music called “The Bible Salesman.” 
Edgerton’s essay “The Family Guns” 
was published in Garden and Gun, 
and his review of Havanas in Camelot 
by William Styron appeared in Duke 
Magazine. Additionally, Edgerton’s es-
says and interviews appeared in print 
at Haven Magazine and online at The 

Faculty News

 
...continued on page 11 
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In 2008,  
The Publishing  
Laboratory published  
a record four books,
including its first full color venture, 
The Bottle Chapel at Airlie Gardens: 
A Tribute to Minnie Evans by Fred 
Wharton and Susan Taylor Block; 
a 50th anniversary edition of Ben 
Dixon MacNeill’s classic Outer 
Banks memoir, The Hatterasman; 
Anne S. Cottle’s memoir The Roots of 
Penderlea; and the 20th anniversary 
edition of Chautauqua, a literary 
journal edited by Jill and Philip 
Gerard. All are available through the 
lab’s partner distributor, John F. Blair, 
by calling 1-800-222-9796 or visiting 
www.blairpub.com. 

 
 
In 2009, the Pub Lab collaborated 
with Ecotone to publish the special 
“evolution” double issue. Lead 
designer and M.F.A. student Alison 
Harney worked with Pub Lab 
director Emily Smith, as well as Kiki 
Johnson, Kara Norman and Corinne 
Manning to update the interior 
layout with photographs and full 
bleed images. The cover features a 
comic by American cartoonist Ivan 
Brunetti. 

Also underway in 2009 is the 
first overhaul of the department’s 
introduction to creative writing 
textbook, Show & Tell: Writers on 
Writing. The revised and expanded 
sixth edition will feature new poems, 
essays and stories by faculty members 

News from 
Chautauqua  
UNCW’s Department of Creative 
Writing and The Publishing 
Laboratory design Chautauqua. 
This represents a partnership with 
Chautauqua Institution in New 
York, which pioneered “vacation 
learning” and “distance learning” 
134 years ago, and is underwriting 
a fellowship for an M.F.A. student 
who works in The Publishing 
Laboratory to design and edit the 
annual journal. For the first time 
in summer 2009, an M.F.A. intern 
will participate in the Chautauqua 
experience on site. 

Chautauqua is devoted to presenting 
work of the highest literary quality 
that reflects the core values of 
Chautauqua Institution: a sense 
of inquiry into important matters 
of individual, social, political, 
educational, aesthetic and spiritual 
concern. Chautauqua Institution 
hosts a nine-week summer season 
that focuses on lectures, classes and 
performances in all the arts. The 
Chautauqua Writers’ Center, whose 
board oversees the journal, has 
strengthened the role of literary arts 
on-site and the journal is meant to 
expand the audience for literary arts 
internationally. The co-editors of the 
journal are Jill Gerard and Philip 
Gerard. 

The 2009 issue highlights stories and 
storytelling. In 2010, the journal 
will feature writing about music.  

The Publishing Laboratory
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This year, the Rice-Evans Scholarship – an award  
reserved for a B.F.A. student who demonstrates a 
spirit of volunteerism and has a strong record of 
community/public service – was awarded to Megan 
Coggins. Coggins completed two mission trips last 
summer. In July, she went with a church group to 
Cayo, Belize, to help fifth and sixth grade Belizean 

children with their reading comprehension and grammar skills. While 
there, her group also painted a house and provided groceries for families 
in the village. She also went with a small group of five to Purdy, MO., 
where she volunteered at Camp Barnabas, a non-denominational Chris-
tian camp for people with special needs. She worked one-on-one with 
a 7-year-old girl named Megan, who is completely blind. Coggins’ role 
was to be her companion and assistant through all camp activities and 
to help her with daily tasks such as bathing, dressing and eating meals. 

For the past five years, Coggins spent two weeks each summer as a 
camp counselor at Camp Dixie in Fayetteville. Though she was a paid 
employee, she also volunteered to teach a class in sign language, focusing 
on basic signs and signing etiquette. She then taught campers to sign a 
song which they performed for the camp. Coggins stated that signing is 
something for which she has a great passion and that she would like to 
increase her signing skills and to broaden her ability to serve with it. 

The N.C. Sorosis Award was presented to Jenica Jones. 
She is an honors student from Beulaville, N.C. She 
is pursuing  a B.F.A. in fiction and a B.A. in psychol-
ogy. Jones fell in love with words when she realized 
she could use them to transform the world into the 
kind of place in which she wanted to live. Her work 
has appeared in Bootleg Magazine and in the fall 

2008 edition of New River High Tide. After graduation, Jones plans to 
spend some time traveling and turning her experiences into written art. 
At some point, she hopes to attend an M.F.A. program and possibly 
work at a magazine or teach creative writing to college-level students. 
Either way, she plans to never stop telling stories because she believes 
that stories are what move people into finding their passion. 

The recipient of the Bookstore Scholarship was Emily Brown, a Decem-
ber graduate in creative nonfiction with a certificate in publishing. She 
hopes to pursue a career in the publishing field. 

For more information about the B.F.A. program,  
contact the coordinator, Tim Bass, basst@uncw.edu

From the BFA ProgramLavonne Adams, Tim Bass, Karen 
Bender, Wendy Brenner, Mark Cox, 
Nina deGramont, Clyde Edgerton, 
Philip Gerard, Ben George, David 
Gessner, Sarah Messer, Robert Siegel, 
Emily Smith, Peter Trachtenberg and 
Mike White; former visiting writers 
Virginia Holman, Sebastian Matthews, 
George Singleton and Sharan Strange; 
and alumni Emma Bolden, Eli 
Hastings, Brad Land, Jason Mott, 
Derek Nikitas, Dana Sachs and Daniel 
Nathan Terry. Several faculty members 
wrote new original craft essays for the 
book, which will be released in August 
2009 in time for fall classes. The new 
edition includes selections reprinted 
in the Pushcart Prize anthology 
Best American Short Stories and Best 
American Magazine Writing. The text 
is distributed to the trade by John F. 
Blair. Libraries and schools qualify for 
a 50 percent discount. 

Most recently, The Publishing 
Laboratory announced plans for a 
new literary book imprint, which will 
strengthen the lab’s focus on place-
based writing and the themes defined 
by its sister publication, Ecotone. “The 
new book imprint is being planned to 
coincide with the publication of our 
first title in 2010,” Emily Smith said. 
Although Smith and Ecotone editor 
Ben George do not accept unsolicited 
book submissions, they comb the 
journal for promising emerging or 
historically underrepresented voices 
that are a good fit for the imprint. The 
new imprint will publish first novels 
and collections of poetry, short 
stories and essays. It will draw on 
the editorial strengths of Ecotone to 
further The Publishing Laboratory’s 
recognition as a small press, as all 
books are marketed nationally and sold 
in national bookstores such as Barnes 
& Noble and on Amazon.com, as well 
as Wilmington-area bookstores. 
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end of 10th grade and take college courses throughout their junior and senior years. 
One of the requirements for graduation is 50 hours of community service. Students 
then graduate with a high school diploma and a few credits over an associate’s 
degree. 

Most of these students come from low-income areas around Wilmington and are 
traveling long distances by public bus to attend Isaac Bear. It gives students who 
may not have finished high school in a traditional setting to, upon graduation, 
achieve the beginnings of college matriculation. We are thrilled to have the 
opportunity to partner with these students. 

Alexis Finch mixes individual projects 
with group projects – especially since 
some of 10th grade students at Isaac 
Bear Early College feel more comfort-
able working as a team. She leads her 
students to find poetry everywhere and 
encourages them that it doesn’t always 
have to be so serious or individualistic. 

Amy Risher is teaching 12 gifted fifth 
graders at Blair Elementary School. 
Her students finished a poetry section 
where three poems (a sensory driven 
poem, a place poem and an “apology” 
poem) resulted from the exercises. The 
students will put together a children’s 
book and give it to Miss Heather’s 
pre-kindergarten class which, in return, 
is writing a book to give to the fifth 
graders. 

Allison Reavis is teaching her third 
grade students at Mary C. Williams 
Elementary School how to conquer 
descriptive language, build vocabulary, 
and most importantly, turn the wheels 
of imagination. Their last project, “The 
Recipe for a Perfect Saturday,” even 
made some of the teachers laugh. By 
the end of the semester, Reavis wishes 
to publish one poetry book per class, 

Writers in action

so people other than teachers can see 
their accomplishments!

Joanna Mulder is teaching fourth grade 
at Gregory Elementary. She is learning 
about characters like Capt. Toilet Mom 
and Mrs. Bologna. One of her stu-
dent’s characters is afraid of ugly girls, 
so stay out of his way! 

Lindsay Key discusses one famous poet 
each week with Ms. Midgett’s fourth 
grade class at Murrayville Elementary. 
She reads the poet’s biography, passes 
around a photo of the poet and then 
gives a quiz afterwards. Surprisingly, 
the students have been enthusiastic 
about this part of class. They enjoy 
learning where each poet is from and 
the type of poetry he or she wrote. 

Chris Guppy said Eaton Elementary is 
an exceptional school because it is a 
year round school, with mini-vacations 
breaking up the year.  This is very 
exciting because Chris has more time 
to work with her fifth grade students, 
and Eaton will participate in Writers in 
Action for the entire year. Guppy’s stu-
dents voted to work with poetry and 
to eventually write a play. What a great 

plan for the school year!  According to 
Guppy, this is going to be not just an 
interesting year, but a fun one. 

Keith Kopka’s 10th grade class at Isaac 
Bear Early College has been working 
on character development and setting. 
The class has been finding new ways 
to create characters by using aspects 
from popular culture. At the end of 
the semester, the class plans to publish 
a book of student work and have a 
reading to celebrate the achievements 
of the class. 

Claire Bateman teaches 11 gifted fourth 
graders at Anderson Elementary. She is 
showing her students how to “break all 
of the rules” in poetry. To demonstrate, 
she put an e.e. cummings poem on the 
board and talked about open format. 

Josh MacIvor-Andersen is putting 
together a newspaper with his fourth 
grade students at Blair Elementary. It 
will have everything from a fictional 
fashion section (boa constrictors are 
“in” this spring) to profiles of stu-
dents’ family members. His students 
are excellent reporters, and he believes 
the Wizet News will likely be one of 
the few newspapers to withstand the 
economic collapse.

Here is what some of our instructors are saying about  
their experiences as Writers in Action teachers. 

. 
..continued from page 1 
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George Bishop Jr.’s novel To My 
Daughter on Her Fifteenth Birth-
day will be published by Random 
House in early 2010. 

Anne Russell’s biography of 
Congresswoman Patsy T. Mink of 
Hawaii has been extensively uti-
lized as a source for the television 
documentary “Ahead of the Major-
ity,” produced by Making Waves 
Films and scheduled to air on PBS 
in May. Russell’s personal memoir 
of the Carolina Yacht Club Family 
Traditions was published in the De-
cember 2008 issue of Wrightsville 
Beach Magazine. 

Anne Barnhill’s second book, a 
short story collection titled What 
You Long For, will be out in May 
from Main Street Rag Publications.  
The story “Dickhead” was first 
runner-up in the Thomas Wolfe 
Fiction Contest.

Miriam Parker’s story “Pardon My 
Doll” was published in The Florida 
Review. 

Erin Bond’s award-winning essay 
“The Strong Force” was published 
in the summer 2008 issue of  
Quarterly West.

Peter Biello won four prizes at the 
2008 Associated Press Awards 
including: Rookie of the Year, Best 
Feature Story, Best Spot News and 
Best Series, all in Division 2.

Emma Bolden’s book of poetry The 
Mariner’s Wife was published by 
Finishing Line Press, and poems 
from the “Witch Poem Project”  
appeared in Prairie Schooner, 
Feminist Studies and The Indiana 
Review. Bolden was awarded the 

Tennessee Williams Scholarship 
for poetry to the Sewanee Writers’ 
Conference and was a finalist for 
the Ruth Lily Poetry Fellowship.

Ashley Hudson’s poem “Yodel” won 
the 2007 Columbia: A Journal 
of Literature and Art poetry 
prize. Also, her poem “Caramel 
is Normal” was published in Six 
Little Things, and “The Assistant in 
Halves” is a finalist for the Third 
Coast 2009 poetry prize.  

Kate Cumiskey received a nice men-
tion by David Lehman and Heath-
er McHugh in The Best American 
Poetry, 2007, citing her work on 
the late poet (and former CRW 
visiting writer) Robert Creeley in 
the Beloit Poetry Journal. One of 
Creeley’s last poems, “Dover Beach 
(Again),” dedicated: “for Kate,” ap-
peared for the first time in BPJ.

Sally Smits had a poem accepted 
for Sou’wester’s spring 2009 issue and  
another for the spring issue of Ascent.

Janie Miller’s poem “How to See 
a Shooting Star” was published 
in Kakalak, and “Juxtaposition 
of Peace” appeared in Columbia 
Poetry Review.

Jay Varner’s book Burn was pub-
lished by Algonquin.

Patrick Culliton’s poem “Ascents” 
was published by Columbia Journal 
Review, and poems “The Cancer 
Tree” and “Personal Effects” appear 
in The Journal.

Eric Vrooman’s short story “Hybrid 
Taxidermy” was published by The 
Kenyon Review. His short fiction is 
forthcoming in Twelve Stories, The 
Normal School and Monkey Bicycle.

Snezana Zabic’s work of nonfic-
tion “Meet Satan” was published 
in Copper Nickel, and her poem 
“American Studies Map #11: 
Difference in America 1970” was 
published in Rhino!. 

Sumanth Prabhaker’s story “Girl 
with Two Hearts” was included in 
the fall 2008 issue of Mid-Ameri-
can Review. 

Matt Tullis published the stories 
“Perfect Pitch” (a notable selection 
in Best American Sports Writing 
2008) and “Loyal Friend Looked 
Out for Others” (second place 
for best obituary in the Cleveland 
Press Club annual competition) 
in the Columbus Dispatch. His 
profiles of artist T.R. Ericsson and 
novelist Thrity Umrigar appear in 
Cleveland Magazine.

Jason Frye’s poems “Beltline 
Lights” and “Buffalo Creek” ap-
peared in Coal: A Poetry Anthology. 
Buffalo Creek will also appear in 
Bringing Down the Mountains: the 
Impact of Mountaintop Removal on 
Southern West Virginia Communi-
ties from Sierra Club Productions.

Mel Boyajian’s book Touch is due in 
winter 2009 from Viking.

Patrick Culliton’s poems have  ap-
peared or are forthcoming in The 
Hat, Conduit, Third Coast and Co-
conut. He was awarded a 2009 In-
dividual Artists Fellowship Award 
from the Illinois Arts Council and 
has been invited to write a poem 
for the Starting Today site, 100day-
spoems.blogspot.com, celebrating 
President Barak Obama’s first 100 
days in office.

Alumni News
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MFA Students

Tony Sams won second place in the 
UNCW Randall Library Flash Fic-
tion Contest. 

Douglass Bourne’s Wild Values: For 
the Birds was published in the Uni-
versity of Nevada’s journal, LBJ.

“Dogs and Demons” by Tom Dunn 
will be published in the winter 
2009 issue of Blue Earth Review.

Will Flower’s poems “Some 19th 
Century Photographs,” “Repose” 
and “Outpost on the Danube” 
were published in Prick of the 
Spindle, and “Poem of Gratitude” 
appeared in Hunger Mountain. 
A poem “Gifts” was published in 
Apple Valley Review, and a short 
story “Aunt Sarah’s Funeral” was 
published in the anthology Dad’s 
Bowtie: Patchwork Path. 

Alison Louise Harney’s poems 
“Extinguished,” “Rooflines” and 
“Cheap Vodka and Cherry Juice” 
were published in Epicenter Lit 
Magazine. Her poem “Hooked” 
was published in The Iowa Review, 
and “In The Shadow of My Chin” 
appeared in Poetry East. 

Josh MacIvor-Andersen was a 
finalist for the Hunger Mountain 
Creative Nonfiction Prize. His 
writing appeared in Sojourners, 
Prism, National Geographic/Glimpse 
and Geez Magazine.

Rod McClain had his artwork pub-
lished in (and on the cover of ) the 
latest issue of Pank. 

Amelia Morris’ piece for Mc-
Sweeneys.net “Why I Won’t Sell 
Your Memoir to Hollywood for 
Millions, Grandma” is being 
included in the book, McSweeney’s 
Joke Book of Book Jokes.

Ashley Shivar’s poetry was pub-
lished in SNReview and Main 
Channel Voices.

Daniel Nathan Terry’s poetry ap-
peared in The Adirondack Review 
and Weber: The Contemporary West, 
and he was a featured presenter 
at the 2008 Oregon State Poetry 
Association’s Fall Conference. Terry’s 
poems won honorable mention 
and were published in Kakalak 
2008, and he was also a featured 
presenter at the National Fed-
eration of State Poetry Societies’ 
National Convention in Layton, 
Utah. in June 2008.

Jen Weathers had her poetry 
published in SLAB and Red Clay 
Review.

Kate Sweeney’s “Winds of 
Change,” an article about the re-
construction of Oakland Cemetery 
after it was destroyed by a tornado, 
was published in Atlanta Magazine.

Lindsay Key’s poem “Epilepsy” will 
appear in the spring 2009 issue of 
Fourteen Hills (San Francisco State 
University’s literary magazine).

BFA Students

Kirk Barrett won the 2008 Writer’s 
Digest Short-Short Story Contest.

Travis Watt received third place in 
the UNCW Randall Library Flash 
Fiction Contest.

Meghan Barnes published work in 
both Bootleg Magazine and Snow’s 
Cut Monthly.

Kianoosh Hashemzadeh’s piece 
“Summer Is Over” was  published 
in Brevity.

 
Lisa Bertini 
completed her 
documentary The 
Lost Colony. The 
film reveals the 
life of a family in 
Crusoe Island, a 

secluded community in the Green 
Swamp of North Carolina once 
known for its suspicion of outsid-
ers and subsistence living along the 
Waccamaw River. Because of the 
centuries-old isolation of this com-
munity, the residents developed 
their own unique lifestyle and 
(nearly intelligible) dialect––quite 
a similar situation as one would 
find in the “hollers” of mountain-
ous regions of the eastern part of 
the United States. The 11-minute 
documentary was screened at the 
Cucalorus Film Festival in Wilm-
ington in November 2007 and 
received the special honor of being 
selected as the opening film of the 
Trade & Row Film Festival in Los 
Angeles, Calif., in October 2008.

Student News

Staff News
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Allie McNutt’s poem, the first from her 60-page 
senior honors thesis, explores a historical moment 
from Philadelphia in 1853, shortly after the passage 
of the Fugitive Slave Act. Her main character, 
Eva Maria, from whose perspective this poem is 
told, uses her position as a teacher in a school for 
free blacks to cover her illegal activities forging 
documents for escaped slaves. McNutt studied 
creative writing and history and designed this 
project to fuse the two disciplines.

Conditions  
Necessary  
for Germination
by: Allie McNutt

I see the world
through the sweet cedar frame
of my schoolroom window—through glass
streaked by sticky fingers and mouths
puffed wide into bullfrog faces.
Just last week the pane was too new—
too polished and bright. I couldn’t look 
through it without remembering 

the brick, wrapped in paper and bound
with barbed wire. How the children screamed
when the glass shattered. Shards caught
in their hair like raindrops. My cheek stung
bloody by slivered shrapnel. And their little
faces, brown as walnuts, trusting
my white hands to gather them close.
To tuck the smallest in the knee-
hole beneath my desk and press    
my good flounced handkerchiefs
into their grasping 

hands. I rise from my desk and reach
into my deep skirt pocket to touch
these stained scraps of lace. The room
is silent save the clack of chalk
on slate, and my footsteps crack
like snapping bones. I march
to the door, release the latch and pull
inward. Behind me, twenty bodies turn 
like daffodils toward the air to breathe 
in the light. With my toe, I push 

the brick into position, use it 
as a doorstop. A mutton-chopped man
stops and stares; I nudge the door
wider. Children cannot learn
in a cave and I am not afraid
of words. Nigger lover, they call me,
and I savor the compliment. At least   
   
I know how to love. 

New York Times, PopMatters and 
others. Forthcoming in May is “By 
the Numbers” in The Book of Dads 
published by Ecco Press, edited by 
Ben George, and an original short 
story for an anthology of flash 
fiction coming from UNC Press 
in April. In 2008-09, he published 
a novel The Bible Salesman and 
reviewed American Farmer, Andrew 
Jackson:  American Lion, Caro-
lina Clay, and Outcasts United for 
Garden and Gun. A book about his 
work called Reading, Learning, and 
Teaching Clyde Edgerton by Yvonne 
Mason was published by Peter 
Lang Publishing.

David Gessner’s article “Those Who 
Write, Teach” appeared in The New 
York Times Magazine. His essay 
“The Dreamer Does Not Exist” was 
anthologized in The Best American 
Non-required Reading, and “Wild 
Nonfiction: An Interview with Da-
vid Gessner” appeared in Writer’s 
Chronicle.

Sarah Messer’s poems “America, 
the Hallelujah” and “I Am the Real 
Jesse James”  appeared in From the 
Fishhouse, and “American Familiar” 

and “Stump Speech” were pub-
lished by Guernia

Emily Smith’s poem “To My 
Father’s Truck” was anthologized 
in Daughter of the Land: Texas Tech 
University Press, and “Remnants” 
was anthologized in Beloved on 
the Earth: 150 Poems of Grief and 
Gratitude (Holy Cow Press). 

Robert Anthony Siegel published two 
pieces of fiction: “The Memoirs of 
Edwin Chester” in Ecotone, fall/
winter 2008, and “My Refugee” 
at Nextbook.com, September 2008. 
Also, his novel All Will Be Revealed 
came out in a U.S. paperback edi-
tion from MacAdam/Cage and a 
Canadian paperback edition from 
Anchor Canada. 

Ben George edited an anthology of 
original essays on fatherhood called 
The Book of Dads: Essays on the Joys, 
Perils and Humiliations of Father-
hood to be published by Ecco/
HarperCollins in May 2009. His 
interview with Andrea Barrett is 
forthcoming in The Believer. 

...continued from page 5 

Faculty News
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Fall 2008

Jack Myers, the 2003 
Texas Poet Laureate, 
is a professor of English 
and former director of 
the Creative Writing 
Program at Southern 
Methodist University 
where he has taught 

poetry writing since 1975. He is a former 
member of the faculty at Vermont College’s 
graduate writing program. He received 
visiting poet and poet-in-residence distinc-
tions from several universities and served as 
poetry editor for Cimarron Review, Fiction 
International and TEX! He has authored 
17 books of and about poetry and has 
published hundreds of individual poems 
in journals such as American Poetry Review, 
The American Scholar, Esquire and Poetry.

He has four children and lives with his 
wife, Thea Temple, who is executive 
director of The Writer’s Garret in Dallas, 
Texas.

Peter Trachtenberg is 
the author of The Book 
of Calamities: Five 
Questions About Suf-
fering and Its Meaning 
(Little, Brown August 
2008) and Seven Tat-
toos: A Memoir in the 

Flesh (Crown, 1997). His fiction, essays 
and reportage have appeared in The New 
Yorker, Harpers, Bomb, A Public Space, 
TriQuarterly, O: The Oprah Magazine and 
The New York Times Travel Magazine. He 
has performed his monologues at Dixon 
Place, PS 122 and The Kitchen and has 
broadcast his commentaries on NPR’s All 
Things Considered. When not teaching at 
UNC Wilmington, he lives in New York’s 
Hudson Valley with his wife.

The following is an excerpt from The Book 
of  Calamities:

We hear of people ascribing intimate ill-will 
to bombs (this even before the invention 
of smart bombs) and artillery shells fired 
from a distance, to viruses, to cancer cells, 

to earthquake, to fire, to floods. Sometimes, 
they feel singled out not as individuals but as 
members of a marked population. My father, 
a Russian Jew who managed to escape the 
exterminations but whose parents did not, 
felt like that, and of course he was right. So, 
too, did many of the Tutsi rescapées I met in 
Rwanda. It was why they often compared 
themselves to the Jews. It wasn’t just other 
people who had singled them out, Nazis in 
Europe or Interahamwe in Rwanda. It was 
some larger force, inscrutable in everything 
but its malignity. When my father’s younger 
sister, who’d fled Europe around the same 
time he had, learned that her cancer was 
terminal, she told me, “It’s funny, what comes 
to my mind is Auschwitz,” and I think she 
meant that whatever had failed to kill her 
forty-odd years before was at last succeeding.

Implicit in these accounts of selection is 
the idea of order. There must, we think, be 
some pattern that determines who is chosen 
for suffering, one that is revealed by the 
distribution of the dead, the maimed, and 
the destitute as a magnetic field is revealed by 
the arcs of iron filings at its poles. The most 
obvious interpretation is that the victims 
are being punished. A measure of that 
obviousness is that it’s the explanation most 
often given by children, for example, by a 
10-year-old Russian girl whose misfortune it 
was to be in attendance at a school in Beslan 
on the day that it was seized by Chechen 
terrorists: “I was taught you get punished for 
sins. But what kind of sins have I committed 
to be punished that way?”

Spring 2009

Zelda Lockhart is author 
of the novel Fifth 
Born, which was a 
2002 Barnes & Noble 
Discovery selection and 
won a finalist award for 
debut fiction from the 
Zora Neale Hurston/

Richard Wright Legacy Foundation. Lock-
hart holds a bachelor’s degree from Norfolk 
State University, a master’s in English from 
Old Dominion University and a certificate 
in writing, directing and editing film from 
the New York Film Academy. Her works of 

Visiting Writers 2009-10

fiction, poetry and essays can be found in 
anthologies, journals and magazines. Lock-
hart is also the author of The Evolution, a 
serial novella, appearing in the archives of 
USAToday.com’s Open Book series. Her 
most recent novel Cold Running Creek, 
published January 2007, is a work of his-
torical fiction that has already garnered the 
attention of noteworthy literary organiza-
tions such as the Historical Novel Society 
and has won a 2008 Honor Fiction Award 
from the Black Caucus of the American 
Library Association.

Melanie McGrath was born in Essex, Eng-
land. Her first book, Motel Nirvana, won 
the John Llewelyn-Rhys/Mail on Sunday 
award for Best New British and Common-
wealth Writer under 35. She is also the 
author of Hard, Soft and Wet: The Digital 
Generation Comes of Age and Silvertown: An 
East End Family Memoir. She writes for The 
Guardian, The Independent, The Times, The 
Evening Standard and Conde Nast Travel-
ler. She is a regular broadcaster on radio 
and has been a television producer and pre-
senter. She lives and works in London.

UN
CW
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Katherine Buckner Reading Series

Susan Cheever, author 
of American Bloomsbury 
among numerous other 
books, was the Buck-
ner Lecture speaker for 
spring 2009. Her talk 
on the writers Alcott, 
Emerson, Fuller, Haw-

thorne and Thoreau was sponsored by the 
Department of English in partnership with 
the Department of Creative Writing. 

The UNCW Creative Writing Department 
hosted the Writers Week Symposium 
Nov. 3-7, 2008, with keynote guest Jack 
Myers reading from his work. Each year, 
this event brings together visiting writers 
of local and national interest, UNCW 
students and members of the general 
public with an interest in literature and 
writing. Activities throughout the week 
include workshops, panels and readings.

Oni Buchanan is the au-
thor of Spring, selected 
by Mark Doty for the 
2007 National Poetry 
Series and published by 
the University of Illinois 
Press in September 
2008. Her first poetry 

book What Animal was published in 2003 
by the University of Georgia Press. Buch-
anan is also a concert pianist, has released 
three solo piano CDs and performs across 
the U.S. and abroad. She lives in Boston, 
Mass., where she maintains a private piano 
teaching studio.

Stanley Colbert has been 
a producer, director, 
screenwriter, publish-
ing executive, liter-
ary agent as well as a 
Distinguished visiting 
Professor of Creative 
Writing at UNCW. In 

2000 Colbert established The Publishing 
Labratory in the Department of Creative 
Writing. 

As a literary agent, Colbert’s clients 
included Jack Kerouac and Margaret 
Atwood. He headed the literary 

department of the William Morris Agency 
in Hollywood, Calif., representing authors 
and screenwriters. As a producer, he wrote 
and produced films for United Artists, 
Twentieth Century-Fox and Columbia 
Pictures, as well as network television series 
for ABC, NBC and CBS. While working 
as an executive in charge of production 
for Ivan Tors Studios in Miami, Fla., he 
produced Flipper, Gentle Ben and scores 
of other shows. He served as executive 
producer of film drama for the Canadian 
Broadcasting Corporation and received 
an Emmy  with Jim Henson for Fraggle 
Rock. He later became president and CEO 
of HarperCollins Publishers of Canada. 
His stories and essays have appeared in 
such publications as Esquire and Creative 
Screenwriting. 

Ted Delaney is an author, 
journalist, filmmaker 
and educator. He is a re-
cipient of a 2008 Liter-
ary Fellowship from the 
National Endowment 
for the Arts, a winner of 
the 2005 PEN/Winship 

Award for Fiction, and a past winner of an 
O. Henry Prize for short story writing. As 
a journalist he received the National Edu-
cation Reporting Award as well as other 
national and regional awards. Delaney 
was a staff writer at The Denver Post and 
Colorado Springs Gazette and has been a 
contributing writer for the Chicago Tribune 
Magazine, the Providence Journal Maga-
zine,  the Atlantic Monthly and other maga-
zines. He published two books of fiction 
and directed and produced the documen-
tary film The Times Were Never So Bad: The 
Life of Andre Dubus, which premiered in 
2007. It received first place at The Rhode 
Island International Film Festival. 

Marianne Gingher is the 
author of four books:  
Bobby Rex’s Great-
est Hit, Teen Angel & 
Other Stories of Wayward 
Love, How to Have a 
Lucky Childhood and 
A Girl’s Life: Horses, 

Boys, Weddings and Luck. Her forthcoming 
book, Adventures in Pen Land: One Writer’s 

Journey from Inklings to Ink (University of 
Missouri Press, 2008) will be released this 
October. Her work has appeared in many 
periodicals and journals including the Ox-
ford American, Southern Review, Carolina 
Quarterly, North American Review, Redbook, 
Seventeen and The New York Times, among 
others. Bobby Rex’s Greatest Hit was made 
into an NBC Movie of the Week in 1992 
starring Tom Wopat and Jean Smart. Both 
Bobby Rex and Teen Angel were recipients 
of ALA Notable and Best Book awards, 
and Bobby Rex won North Carolina’s Sir 
Walter Raleigh prize in 1987. Gingher lives 
in Greensboro, N.C., and is associate pro-
fessor of English in the Creative Writing 
Program at sUNC Chapel Hill.

Scott Hoffman is a refugee from the world of 
politics, he is one of the founding partners 
of Folio Literary Management, LLC. Prior 
to starting Folio, Scott was at PMA Liter-
ary and Film Management, Inc. He served 
as vice chairman of the board of directors 
of SEARAC (the only nationwide advocacy 
agency for southeast Asian-Americans), a 
board member of Fill Their Shelves, Inc. 
(a charitable foundation that provides 
books to children in sub-Saharan Africa) 
and a member of the Metropolitan Opera’s 
Young Associates Steering Committee.

Before entering the world of publishing, 
he was one of the founding partners of 
Janus-Merritt Strategies, a Washington, 
D.C., strategic consulting firm. He holds 
an M.B.A. from New York University’s 
Leonard N. Stern School of Business and 
a B.A. from the College of William and 
Mary. 

Karen Outen’s short 
stories have appeared 
in the anthologies 
Mother Knows: 24 Tales 
of Motherhood and 
Where Love Is Found 
(both from Washington 
Square Press) and in 

Glimmer Train Stories, The North American 
Review and Essence magazine. She received 
fellowships from the Institute for the Hu-
manities at the University of Michigan, the 
Pew Fellowships in the Arts and the Penn-
sylvania Council on the Arts. In 1999, she 
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won first prize in Glimmer Train’s Fiction 
Open Contest. While an M.F.A student at 
the University of Michigan, she received 
Hopwood Awards for the short story and 
for the novel. She teaches writing at St. 
Mary’s College of Maryland. 

Christina Thompson 
was raised in Boston, 
Mass., and attended 
Dartmouth College. 
In 1984, she received 
an ITT International 
Fellowship to study 
at the University of 

Melbourne, Australia, where she earned 
her Ph.D. in English. Thompson held 
postdoctoral appointments at the East 
West Center in Honolulu and the Univer-
sity of Queensland, and, in 1994, she was 
appointed editor of the Australian literary 
quarterly Meanjin. After nearly 15 years 
in the Pacific, she returned to the United 
States in 1998. She is editor of the Harvard 
Review and an instructor in the writing 
program at Harvard University Extension, 
where she was awarded the James Conway 
Prize for Excellence in Teaching in 2008. 
She is the author of numerous essays on 
the literature and history of the Pacific and 
of a recently published memoir titled Come 
on Shore and We Will Kill and Eat You All.

David Wright is the 
author of Fire on the 
Beach: Recovering the 
Lost Story of Richard 
Etheridge and the Pea 
Island Lifesavers, one 
of the St. Louis Post-
Dispatch’s Best Books of 

2001. His work has appeared in the Village 
Voice, the Kenyon Review, New York, News-
day and Paste Magazine, among others. A 
novel about the 2005 Paris riots will be 
published by Penguin in 2010. He teaches 
in the M.F.A. program at the University of 
Illinois, Champaign-Urbana.

David Quammen, an 
award-winning author 
and science journal-
ist, spoke on Charles 
Darwin in spring 2009 
at Kenan Auditorium. 
His talk, titled “Charles 
Darwin Against Him-

self: Caution Versus Honesty in the Life 
of a Reluctant Revolutionary,” examined 
Darwin’s life during the two decades after 
his epiphany that natural selection formed 
the basis of evolution, a time during which 
Darwin kept his explosive idea under 
wraps and pondered when and how to 
release it to the world.

Quammen is a contributing writer for 
National Geographic magazine and the 
Wallace Stegner Professor of Western 
American Studies at Montana State 
University. In his book The Reluctant Mr. 
Darwin, he focuses careful attention on 
Darwin, the father of modern biology 
and the source of an idea so radical that 
its implications are still only imperfectly 
understood: evolution by natural selection.

A graduate of Yale University and a former 
Rhodes Scholar, Quammen travels on 
assignment throughout the world to 
jungles, deserts and swamps, writing about 
the fields of biology, ecology, evolutionary 
biology and conservation for numerous 
magazines. He is perhaps best known for 
his award-winning column, “Natural Acts,” 
which was published in Outside magazine 
from 1981 to 1995. Quammen is the 
author of three fiction and seven non-
fiction books including Wild Thoughts from 
Wild Places and The Song of the Dodo.

Quammen’s visit was part of a UNCW 
campus-wide initiative to encourage 
interdisciplinary study and discussion 
about Darwin, evolution and related issues. 
The 150th anniversary of the publication of 
Darwin’s On the Origin of Species and the 
200th anniversary of Darwin’s birth fall in 
2009 is being celebrated worldwide as The 
Year of Darwin.

Quammen’s visit to UNCW was sponsored 
by the Department of Creative Writing 
and the Honors Scholars Program.

Betsy Teter is a founder and executive 
director of the Hub City Writers Project, 
a non-profit literary arts organization in 
Spartanburg, S.C., whose publications and 
activities celebrate place and community. 
Hub City, which has published 32 books 
and more than 180 writers since 1996, also 
sponsors events, readings and workshops; 
hosts an annual creative writing contest; 
and makes visits to schools and colleges.

The organization has received several 
regional and national awards, and its 
community-based publishing program 
has been featured in The New York Times, 
Southern Living, Utne Reader, Orion 
magazine and other publications. Hub 
City is the winner of the S.C. Governor’s 
Elizabeth O’Neill Verner Award for the 
Arts (2002), the S.C. Governor’s Award 
for the Humanities (2006) and two “Ippy 
Awards” from Independent Publisher 
magazine (1999, short story, and 2005, 
multicultural nonfiction).

Teter is a native of Spartanburg and 
holds a B.A. in history from Wake Forest 
University. Prior to helping found the 
Writers Project, she was a journalist for 
15 years and served as business editor and 
columnist for the Spartanburg Herald-
Journal.

Louise Shivers is the author of two novels, 
Here to Get My Baby Out of Jail, which 
was named Best First Novel of the Year 
by USA Today in 1983 and was made into 
the movie Summer Heat, and A Whistling 
Woman, which garnered Shivers the Geor-
gia Author of the Year award in 1993. She 
is the recipiant of the National Endow-
ment for the Arts fellowship and has served 
as Writer-in-Residence at Augusta College 
for more than 20 years.
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London Trip

“I came to UNCW to become a better 
writer. The opportunity offered by 
the London Writers course is directly 
responsible for my improvement as 
a writer and my improvement as a 
person. Just as I would encourage any 
student to take the course, I would 
encourage administration to ensure 
classes like London Writers are avail-
able to students. There is no substitute 
for such an experience. Reading about 
writers and talking about writers 
is challenging and stimulating and 
meaningful, but walking where great 
artists have walked and writing where 
great artists have written delivers to a 
person an indescribable energy, an en-
ergy well beyond anything that might 
be gained in a classroom. The time 
our class spent in London affirmed my 
decision to attend UNCW.”

Thank you, 

  – Rod McClain

“Experiencing new and different cultures can spur creative inspiration and give  
a growing writer the needed literary edge that is often not found within one’s own 
culture. The new found experiences one gains from the Creative Writing Department’s 
London Writers course is a once in a lifetime opportunity that fulfills any aspiring 
writer’s need for creative inspiration. ” 
        – Justin Sykes

“It was such a gutsponderful time that I had  
     to make up a new adjective to describe it.”
         – Rachel Schmidt

“I have taken more out of this experience than I had ever 
imagined I could have. Being emerged in the culture of 
London has re-opened my eyes to many of the little, beau-
tiful things that I had become accustomed to. Although it 
may sound cliché, London has acted as my muse, inspir-
ing me in ways that I have never been inspired before.”

    – Meghan K. Barnes
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